
Our growing company is looking to fill the role of senior manager product. Please
review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we
will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but
have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for senior manager product

Serves as the marketing lead on new product development which begins by
identifying new consumer insights (voice of the customer), creating product
positioning, assessing market potential, competitive tracking, determining
buying process, and partnering with other functional areas to bring viable
new products to the market
As the leader, you’ll integrate plans into and drive execution to a
comprehensive release schedule
You’ll prioritize and allocate resources against an array of simultaneously
running projects, from making build-buy-partner decisions (with appropriate
analysis to match) along with bringing major new features all the way from
conception to market and into ongoing maintenance
You’ll join a dynamic team of product managers and interact with them in
developing product management best practices and coordinating efforts
You will wear multiple hats and leave no stone unturned in order to make
your product and team successful
You are a problem solver and believe in delivering exceptional results
You are customer oriented and always think about the customer first
Analyze and visualize large scale logistics and transaction data to determine
user behavior or delivery process problems, and output solid analysis report
with actionable recommendation
Identify prioritization and trade-offs for speed to market, performance and
features
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Qualifications for senior manager product

Organised, structured and logical approach to business
Bachelor’s degree, ideally in Engineering, or equivalent technical background,
knowledge and experience
Proven experience in a project or technology management role within a
matrix environment
Proven ability to influence, negotiate, and communicate at all levels of
organization both internally and externally, across a diverse range of markets
and cultures
Strong customer engagement and presentation skills
Organizing and managing projects


